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by Roman Roadolsky 

On RL 
- On p, 22, i.e. the very in.troduction, he brings in jt", 
RL at <;>nee, even though at tha·t point he is critical of RL and Jf> • 
snpp'eed\rsfor Marx's theory of accumulation• ha says• 
"This doe a show, ho":'ever,. that Marx• s theory of crisis had 'gaps' 
in the sense that ho never again had the opportunity of dealing 
with the problem at its most concrete level,(rd --which is 

.ridiculous since Vol, III was written in the mid-1P60s, Vol,Ir 
was much later and needless to say on the question of crises, · 
Marx ~ke up all the way until the end of his life,) To this , · 
Elxten L' s criticiAm conta~ns an ·elem~nt uf trnthand the r 
speii lc pages he refers tc are pp, 165 -170, 

~e 2nd appendix to. his .. lntroduction---is--who JJ y devoted 
R Methodological Comments on FcL• s Critique of Marx• s / 

c emes of Reproduction" (pp_,_~-72) __ . : 

The peculiarity of this appendix is that he calls ?( 
attention to the fact that alkf~i ~ Vol. II · P. 
written. there seams to be a " , e meth~"""' 
~" which ill she adopte~hc .stari:ine; point of her . 

QW..t!Cism.·, .. " 

. , .. · · Whereup<)n he supposedly. will. be. complete. ly methomogical 
•. ·. · " · · sa:v.ing that her 2 metho~ological questions \1 a • were a 1)) 

</J.. •.~ 1• .,.5lltiuld the process be v~d from ·the individual or the ag gate 
· ~:~-...£\.l,..,l social capital jl? . 2) "Is this latter method -::onsister.t with 
~- r· the abstraction of a soc composed entirely of capitalists and 

workers?" 

On p, 66 RR has the most involved 
or1ng1.ng in Trotsky's permanent revolution. 

true that the 

point 
s dealt with vex·y nic 
•capitalist deYelopment -- not in the abstract form 
d volume of Ca ital, which retains all their signifi

cance as s age . n ana ys s but in historical reality -- took 
place and cou . .9 _ _ p ace by a systematic expansion of its 

, .... - .. .-\ .. \ ~e ' (il:l3:n>r. Perm, Rev•·n::;J •In the process of its development 
/~'\\.~_,--·and conse-quel\tly in-the-struggle with its internal contradictions 
( ' ~ · every national capital turns in an ever-increasing dP.gree to the 
\ V:. ·.. reserves o:f' the"external market," that is, the reserves of 
~-'" world economy, The uncontrollable expansion "'! growing 

out of the A ' Nil permanent internal cri sea of capital 
constitutes a progressive force up to the timP. when it turns into 
a force fatal for capitalism.• 

He claims that it's easy to discover RL's error 
"once one has read the rough&' draft (rd -- i.e, Grundrisse) 
It lies in the complete neglect of ~1arx• a categorias, Cajlital 
in general, . . " · · - ---
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Peculiarly enough on. p, 169, he quoj;es ~rom the 
Theories of: S11rplus Value, ~-II, pp, '>92 -49J';'. which h.:.
says srEI the precise ones RL'qlm"tmJ··•w.ithoat-gtyihg the 
slightest attention to the most important thingihere -
~arx• s distincti.on between ' the general nature of: capital' 
and the •real relations•," (The whole of: chapter 18 in 
Xheor!es of Surplus Value is on R~cardo's theory of 
accmulation and of course a critique of it (pp,4?0-S46) 
so that the three pages RR refers to is on ·me form of 

(:t'iss~ ~ . .· . 

q(~, 7 /;'So one car. sae that the ' bloodless fiction• 
for which burg rebukes Marx is none other 1:han the s·tudy 
of "!:toe aoc al reproduction· process in the context of 'cap3.tal 
in general,' This ddmonstrates the extent ·to which she mi s
intorPl"ets the method. of llapi tal , , • " Whersupon even though 

. he praises VIL for calling attention to methodology, he i~ 
· totally· opposed to Lenin, · · 

· . ~ last of the para,s in this discussion on ~nethodology 
ends with ~e retains the merit of having· placed this perspective • \7 . 

. 
/) ·.·, (rd, M'-economic expansi~>n) back in .the center of the discussion, <:: . 
(. a perspective which follows directly from ~arx•s theory. 1 
(.;.... ltsert; but which pcsed'TPQEJ:IFKXX intractitile problems for the 

re·rormist epigonss of the Second International, • ..:]" 

···· .. r\ ~ 

. . . 
Finally, in his critical excussu!!'=:Vh~he is es-

. pecially sharp in the attack_ on::Len,in (:gR""472=4"82)/ he 
returr1s to Luxemburg (pp~O~OS)...J .lllnc~.drlit is the 
historic and methodologi~~t-lfe star.tst with, We are 
actually returning to the f'act that a"since" the critics of RL 
rejectdd the ~ory of breakdown,tthey were Wr.ong and therefore 
RL was right a "RL• s a £ ,Accumulation whose centre! theme --
disregarding t e secondly and siiTlaldiary inatorial -- involvas · 
stressing the idea of breakdown and hence the revolutionary kernel 
of' Marxism, can only be understood,,, as a reaction to the 
ne8,7harmonist interpretation of Marx•s theory,• (p. 491) 

. On ,p492 ftn, 12J, quotes~ro~coco statement 
not only as if it were only ~Jlllliig_moo1i" and d. :reeling of 
annoyance at the sham~! orthod~ of her cri t~s" but besides 
acts as if she had male that remark on Vol, 2 instead of Volume 1, 
And of course on p, 498 he comes to defend Lan~ 
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SOME NOTES. ON ROSDOLS~! RE RL, 1·-- The Methodological 
Import of Grundrisse 

', ,·_ 
''· 

It's. all. devoted to the firat three. "books" which are · 
' ' 

lisj;ed V.!Jry mecha!lically but every other word is "m~hodc!Or,:ical· 

assumptions", He does have one good point <H1 the abstract 

and concrata regarding the fact that it's a movement from 

abstract to concrete because I. t is the way o.f apprehending 

· concrete and reproducing it in thought, Q Klolr "The concrete 
-:1. 

'is coric:Pete because lt is a synthesis of many determir.ations, 
. .. 

'lioh~:e'a unity of the diverse." Therefore, says Ros, 

. The 2 ways of answering,RL are r (1), pp 6J - ?2, ''which 
. 1: 

ares upposed to be on the methodology of the schema of repro;;. 

duction~ and (2) jumps all the way _to part .? ·, which is his· 

critl.cal excm•sus and the actual final part, and there-it's 

on RL'·s critique, pp 490'- .505. 

_,.,: 
// ''· . 

(He quotes Kl>i on Fourier• "Labor 

cannot become play, as Fourier would like,,.Free time ••• has 

naturally transformed its possessor into a different subject 

materially creative and objectifying signs, as regards the 

... 

human bei.ng who has become, ;l.n whose head exists the accumulated 

knowledge of society," ( p. 712 in the Grundri'sse), 

The key ~~~ag··..-&a~• pages are pp 460-464, 
. 

key tn the aen'l~ 

that he goes back to the Narodnik debate with the legal Marxists 

in Russl.a on 'fol, II, and that includes Engels' debate with 

Danielson, which has the fo,l:!.owing datesr (a) Dan. to Engels 

Feb. J, 1887 and 11/24/1891. 
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. RR 
:.RDI KM .says '.'Concept as presupposition as ~ mument" 

is to be distinguished from the accumulation of capital which 

is still to' become capital, Now finally, RR' s OWII "Critical (I) .. 
Excursus" att~cks VIL, (p, 4'12-476), blames"Staliniats" for· ap-

" ,pending U>nin's writings on Vol, II of Marx's Capital as 

hel." t!:leory of breakdown," On P•. !19.3 

.. was onl;/:"a heuristic device" .. (1) . 

in. the illustration , , •.. (p. 494), · "RL' s m'ethodolo@ic<d'< 

'near :.:o a corr .. ct understanding of the methodological assump-

must· seem .all the more surprising. in that. she came very ... \ 

. ' 
'i 

· tion be!,tind the schema." 
-----· j 

. ,·:: 
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